
 

 

What’s it all about 
 

This is a short essay by Bruce Lee that encompass the philosophy we try to instill at the 
Academy of Jeet Kune Do Science. 

 

 

Fighting, I mean real fighting is, the game of games. If I had to describe it I would say it’s like a 

game of chess, poker, and Russian roulette. Chess being the psychology of it all. Poker being the 

deception and cunning off it. And Russian roulette being or should I say having the balls to pull 

off the desired effect. - Sifu Damon Evans 

 

                                                                                    
Excerpts from Bruce Lee’s 1971 black belt magazine article: 

 

“Liberate your self from classical Karate.” 

 

I Hope my comrades in the martial arts will read the following paragraphs with 
open mindedness, leaving all the burdens of preconceived opinions and conclusions 
behinds. This act, by the way, has in itself a liberating power. After all, the usefulness of 
the cup is in its emptiness. 
 

Make the article relate to yourself because, though it is on JKD, it is primarily 
concerned with the blossoming of a martial artist-not a “Chinese” martial artist or a 
“Japanese” martial artist. A martial artist is a human being first. Just as nationalities 
have nothing to do with the one’s humanity, so they have nothing to do with the martial 
arts. Leave your protective shell of isolation and relate directly to what is being said. A 
return to your senses by ceasing all the intervening intellectual mumbo jumbo. 
Remember that life is a constant process of relating. Remember. Too. That I seek 
neither your approval nor to influence you toward my way of thinking. I will be more than 
satisfies if, as a result of this article , you begin to investigate everything for yourself and 
cease to uncritically accept prescribed  formulas that dictate “this is this” and “that is 
that”.  
         

One cannot express himself fully when imprisoned by a confining style. Combat 
“as is” is total, and it includes all the “is” as well as the “is not”, with our favorite lines or 
angles. Lacking boundaries, combat  is always fresh, alive, and constantly changing. 
Your particular style, your personal inclinations, and your physical makeup ae all parts 
of combat, but they do not constitute the whole of combat. Should your responses 
become dependent upon any single part, you will react in terms of what “should be”  
rather than to the reality of the ever changing “what is”. Remember that the whole is 
evidenced in all its parts, an isolated part-efficient or not-does not constitute the whole.  
At the core of the martial arts. Or any other pugilistic system/style.  

                                                              

 


